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Abstract. We present a new variant of a Monte Carlo procedure for euclidean
quantum field theories with fermions. On a lattice every term contributing to
the expansion of the fermion determinant is interpreted as a configuration of
self-avoiding oriented closed loops which represent the fermionic vacuum
fluctuations. These loops are related to Symanzik's polymer description of
euclidean quantum field theory. The method is extended to the determination
of fermionic Green's functions. We test our method on the Scalapino-Sugar
model in one, two, three, and four dimensions. Good agreement with exactly
known results is found.

1. Introduction

In recent years Monte Carlo simulations for euclidean lattice models have been of
considerable help in improving our understanding of those relativistic quantum
field theories, which are supposed to describe high energy particle physics. This
includes in particular gauge theories. Now any realistic model for particle
interactions includes fermionic fields like quark fields. It is, therefore, important to
simulate systems with fermionic degrees of freedom. There have been several
proposals to deal with this problem, see e.g. [1-16], or [17-19] for a review.
However, all these methods require extensive computing time and some of them
only work for two-dimensional models or are only approximations from the
beginning: quenched approximation, hopping parameter expansion etc. In
particular for the interesting case of four-dimensional lattices no way has yet been
found to perform Monte Carlo calculations including fermions as efficiently as
they can be done when bosonic fields only are present.

It is the aim of this paper to propose a new numerical method which basically
treats all fields on the same footing during the upgrading procedure. This new way
of treating fermions applies to all lattice models known to the authors and may
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easily be combined with the standard methods already used for bosonic fields. We
now briefly describe our method, the details of which will be given in the next
sections. To deal with the fermionic degrees of freedom we introduce an aux-
iliary statistical ensemble, the elements of which are labelled by a subset of the
set of permutations on the fermionic degrees of freedom. We give a graphical
representation of such an element of the statistical ensemble in terms of self-
avoiding loops and relate it to Symanzik's polymer description of euclidean
quantum field theory [20, 21]. This procedure guarantees that Pauli's exclusion
principle for the fermions is automatically taken care of. The antisymmetry in the
fermionic degrees of freedom is obtained by equating the Green's functions of the
physical model with certain (ratios of) Green's functions of the auxiliary statistical
ensemble. This is explained in Sect. 2.

In Sect. 3 we present a local heat bath method for a fermionic action in the form
originally introduced by Kogut and Susskind in a Hamiltonian context [22]. As
just mentioned, each element of the statistical ensemble, which is a certain
permutation, has a graphical representation. The heat bath is local, i.e. most of the
fermionic degrees of freedom are frozen, because we apply localized permutations
which upgrade a given permutation only* locally. The intricate part of our
procedure is to show that the principle of detailed balance is satisfied. This
combined with the ergodicity of the upgrading ensures that the Gibbs distribution
for the auxiliary statistical ensemble is the unique equilibrium distribution for the
upgrading procedure.

In Sect. 4 we consider the standard, simple model introduced by Scalapino and
Sugar [3], which has often been used to test methods for dealing with fermions
numerically. We compare our Monte Carlo results with exact values obtained by
numerical Fourier summation. Finally, Sect. 5 contains some conclusions.

2. Statistical Ensembles for Fermions

In this section we will discuss the auxiliary statistical ensemble, in terms of which
the fermionic degrees of freedom may be described so as to give the Green's
functions of the physical theory. We begin by recalling the standard formulation of
lattice theories involving fermions. We will restrict our attention to (finite) cubical
lattices in d dimensions. The question of how to choose the right boundary
conditions will not be relevant in this section.

Consider a lattice action of the form

S = S(ψ +

 9ψ,φ). (2.1)

ψ+ and φ denote fermionic fields and are considered to be Grassmann variables, φ
stands for all other fields, which are supposed to be bosonic. In all applications so
far, the fermionic fields are defined on the vertices of the lattice. Thus the lattice site
x may be used to label the fermionic degrees of freedom. The fields φ may live on
vertices (ordinary Bose fields) or on links (lattice gauge fields). Our method will
also allow for more complicated situations, where for example φ lives on higher
dimensional cells.
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For the purpose of explaining our method, we first look at the simplified
situation, where

(a) the fermionic fields carry no indices (like flavour or colour) other than the
vertex index,

(b) the action is quadratic in the fermionic fields.
It is easy to extend our method to situations, where these restrictions are

removed and at the end of the section we will briefly indicate how this is done. With
these restrictions the action S may be decomposed as

(2.2)

where

(2.3)
x, ye Lattice

Here the matrix A = A(φ) = {Axy(φ)} with complex valued entries is indexed by the
vertices of the lattice and is a functional of the bosonic fields φ, and SB(φ) is that part
of the action which does not involve fermionic fields. The "partition" function of
the theory is therefore

ZFB = $dφdιp+dψe-s. (2.4)

The integration over the fermionic fields is in the sense of Berezin [23], and dφ
describes the integration over the bosonic fields φ. By

(Xy = ZpB

1$dφd>ψ+dψXe-s (2.5)

we denote the expectation value in this model. If we perform the fermionic
integration first, Eq. (2.4) may be written as

ZFB = ldφάeiA(φ)e-SB(φ\ (2.6)

To obtain Green's functions involving fermionic fields, we consider the typical
example (ψ(v)ψ+(u)y. For given u, v let A(u'v) denote the matrix given by

I Axy if x φ w and y φ f .

1 if x = u and y = v, (2.7)

0 otherwise .

Then we have

Of course, det^4("'ϋ) is (up to a sign) equal to the determinant of the submatrix of A
obtained by deleting the uth row and t?th column. More generally, any (higher order)
Green's function in the fermionic fields may be obtained in this way from
determinants of suitable submatrices. Formulas (2.6) and (2.8) are obtained from
Berezin's integration theory, by using the standard formula

<»), (2.9)
π jc

where π runs through the set of all permutations of lattice points.
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Let us now neglect the φ dependence for a moment. Each term on the right-
hand side of (2.9), which is labelled by π, may be given a graphical presentation as
follows. If π(x) Φ x, we draw an oriented straight line in the lattice from the point x
to the point π(x). By definition its length is 1. Now every permutation may be
written as a product of (nontrivial) cyclic permutations

π = π1...π,, (2.10)

and this description is unique up to the ordering of the cyclic factors πr, 1 ̂  r ̂  s. If
tr denotes the order of πr (such that (r = 2 if πr is a transposition), we have

sgn(π) = rΠ(-iX r + 1. (2.Π)

Using this graphical presentation each cyclic permutation πr corresponds to a
closed oriented polygonal loop £fr of length tr These loops JS?1?...,JS?S are
nonintersecting in the sense that each vertex in the lattice is the endpoint of at most
one oriented straight line and in that case it is also the starting point of exactly one
line.

Conversely to each such family of nonintersecting oriented polygonal loops
corresponds a unique π and hence a unique contribution to det^4 in the sense of Eq.
(2.9). Note that we only need to consider those π which are contained in the set

ωφOl. (2.12)\Λ ) r v 7

Similarly, the only nonvanishing contributions to detv4(M>t;) are among those π for
which π(ύ) = v. By deleting the particular straight line going from u to v, each such
contribution to detA(u'v) can be graphically described by a set of nonintersecting
loops plus an additional "propagator", i.e. an open polygonal line, going from v to
u, which is nonselfintersecting and not intersecting the other loops in the sense just
described.

It is important to note that this nonintersecting property is a local property, i.e.
it is only necessary to test all vertices individually to see whether a given set of
polygonal loops correspond to a permutation π or not.

In most applications the matrix A will have the following additional property:
A is said to be local, if Axy = 0 unless dist(x, y)^ 1. In the context of our graphical
presentation this means that all loops are built out of links. Also the
nonintersecting property stated above is now the usual nonintersecting property
of curves. For local A, we say π e <#(A) is a "dimer" if π is cyclic of order 2. π is said
to contain a dimer if at least one of its cyclic factors πr is of order two. Now for local
A, the number \^(A)\ of elements in ^(A) is bounded above by
(2d+ l)<volume of Iattίce>. On the other hand, since the density of states for the dimer
problem is explicitly known for d = 2 at zero temperature [24—27], it is easy to

obtain the lower bound α

volume/2 on |%4)| ( α = exp— -1.791..., G-Catalan's
\ π

= 0.915... 1, if A is such that Axy φ 0 whenever dist(x, y) ̂  1. Indeed, this follows by
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considering the subset of^(A) consisting of those π with dimers only which point
in directions parallel to a given plane. In Sect. 3 we will also give a discussion on
how to compute \*S(A)\ numerically for the case of such a local A.

The graphical presentation we have given for general (constant) matrix A is
related to Symanzik's polymer presentation [20, 21], see also [28, 29], as follows.
For simplicity, let A be of the special form

with ΓXX = Q and Γxy small. Then

(2.13)

= exp[trln,4]

[ oo (_ιy-ι Ί
Σ - - - — trΓ" . (2.14)

n=ι n J

Since

trΓn= Y Γ Γ (215)111 — 2-ι 1XίX2"
 1XnXl" \L.LJ)

each term of the right-hand side of (2.15) can be viewed graphically as an oriented
polygonal loop of length n. In this formulation, however, there is no
nonintersecting condition, i.e. each vertex may be the endpoint of more than one
oriented straight line. The converse holds also in this case: To each such loop of
length n corresponds a unique contribution to trΓ" via (2.15). The Taylor
expansion of the exponent in Eq. (2.14) then gives a combinatorial description (and
proof) of how these terms in (2.14)-{2.15), each of which is presented by one
oriented loop, combine to the set of terms in (2.9), each of which is presented by a
family of nonintersecting oriented loops. A similar graphically equivalent
description may be given for the Green's functions, e.g. <φ(t;)φ + (w)>.

We now turn to a construction of the statistical ensemble. Let the matrix \A\ be
given by

\A\xy = \Axy\, (2.16)

and consider the permanent of \A\,

Per (Ml) = Σ ΓΊMLw (2.17)

Now <g(A) may be viewed as a Gibbs statistical ensemble with energies given by

£(π, A) = Σ Ex(π, ^)=~Σ ln(ML(*))> (2 i8)
JC X

such that the permanent becomes the corresponding partition function

If we denote by

£Γ£(π'^ (2.20)
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averages in this statistical ensemble, we have the following relation for the
determinant of A

(2.21)

where sgn(π, A) is defined on <g(A) by

sgn(π, A) = sgn(π) - Π τy^\ - (2.22)
x \Λxπ(x)\

To obtain the Green's function (ψ(v)ψ+(u)y we have to determine [cf. Eq. (2.8)]

sgn(4("'*>) , (2.23)

where now the configurations of <g(A(UtV)) have to be taken into account.
We remark that the following modification of this construction leads to the

theory of the noninteracting polymer gas: Take A to be local with Axx= 1 and
Axy = const for dist(x, y) = l. The statistical ensemble is defined to be the subset of
#C4) consisting of all π's without dimers. In fact, the numerical results in [42] were
obtained by a corresponding modification of the upgrading procedure, to be
explained in Sect. 3.

Let us return to the case, where bosonic fields φ are present. Again we define
m(A) by (2.12), where the condition Π Axπ(x) φ 0 is now understood in the sense of

X

functionals. Also in (2.18) we set Ex(π9A(φ))=ao for any value of φ for which
Axπ(x)(φ) = 0. We are now in a position to describe the auxiliary statistical ensemble
and express physical Green's functions as expectation values in this theory. In fact,
the thermal average values are now

(2.24)

with

(2.25)

The set of configurations is now the product %>(A) times the set of the usual bosonic
configurations. Consider first an observable F which only depends on φ. Then

\dφ Σ f(0sgn(π,

=F sgn(A)/sgn(A). (2.26)
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We note a crucial property of this relation, which will allow us to perform local
upgrading procedures both for the fermionic and the bosonic part: £(π, A(φ)) is a
sum of local terms Ex(π, A(φ)) in the sense that for local theories the latter will
depend only on the form of π near x and on the field configurations of φ which live
near x.

Next we turn to fermionic Green's functions. For the two-point function we
obtain as a generalization of Eq. (2.23) [see Eq. (2.8)]

Analogously higher order Green's functions may be obtained by augmenting the
statistical ensemble appropriately.

The remainder of this section is devoted to a brief outline of the modifications
necessary to cover the cases that

(a") the fermionic fields carry indices ρ which may include the vertex index x
and internal degrees of freedom and

(b") higher order interactions in the fermionic fields are present.
In the case (a^, which is important for treating e.g. non-abelian lattice gauge

theories, A is a matrix Aρκ. And Ή(A) is now defined to be the set of all
permutations π of the ρ's for which Π A^^φ) φ 0. Again there is a graphical

π

representation which now is in d' dimensions (d'xΐ} with the extra (d'—d)
dimensions being used to describe the additional degrees of freedom.

As for the case (b^ assume the action contains an extra term which is of fourth
order in the fermionic fields

S'P(ψ+,ψ,φ)= Σ Ψ+(Q)ψ+(QΊBββ-κκ-ψ(κMκ^. (2.28)
ρΦρ'
κφκ'

Let / = (/, /1? . . ., Ik) (0 ̂  fc) be a decomposition of the set of all ρ's into a subset /
and ordered sets II (1 5^^/c) containing two elements each. Then

Π £ρ'ρ"π(ρ')π(ρ")^) (2.29)
π,/ ρe/ < f = l

(Q',Q") = If

The auxiliary statistical ensemble is now labelled by π, / e ̂ (A, B\ and the states
representing the bosonic fields φ9 where

%4,£) = {(π,/);ΓΊΛπ(ρ) Π £ρρ'π(ρ)π(ρ')*θj (2-30)
ρel f=\

^ (Q,Q') = I£ J

Also the energies (2.18) are replaced by

E(π,/,A(φ)9B(φy)=-Σto\A^(φ)\- Σ ln|^π(ρ)π(ρ^)|. (2.31)
ρel <?=!

(Q,Q'} = If

Again a graphical presentation may be obtained. It is obvious how to extend this
procedure to interactions of order higher than four.
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Another strategy would work for local and translation invariant B's. One can
introduce an intermediate boson φ(ρ, κ) and replace (2.28) by

= - Σ [φ(β, κ)Bρρ,κκ,φ(ρ', Ό + V +(Q)ψ(κ)(Bρρ,κκ> + Bρ,ρκ/κ)φ(ρ', κ7)] > (2.32)

which again turns out to be an action of case (a").

3. The Heat Bath Method

In this section we explain our heat bath method for the determination of fermion
determinants for the case of free massive fermions.

There exist different formulations for fermions on a lattice, e.g. the Wilson [30],
Kogut-Susskind [31-36], and Dirac-Kahler [37-39] versions. For the purpose of
this paper the second version is the most adequate one. Thus we use it to exemplify
our heat bath method in spite of its shortcoming, namely numerical results are
reliable only for sufficiently heavy fermions. More precisely, the statistical errors
obscure the measurements if the hopping parameter k=l/(2am) (a = lattice
spacing, m = fermion mass) exceeds 0.6, 0.25, 0. 1 5 for Susskind fermions in 2, 3, and
4 dimensions, respectively. In a forthcoming publication we shall extend our
method to the case of Wilson fermions, where there is no such restriction on the
mass.

We consider a hypercubic lattice in d dimensions with lattice points

labelled by integer components, xμ = 0, 1 , 2, . . . , L — 1 , and {aμ} orthogonal vectors
parallel to the lattice axes, aμ av = a2δμv. The naive lattice version of the euclidean
free fermion action reads

(3.2)
with central differences, i.e.

Sμψ(x) = ̂  MX + aμ) - ψ(x - «„)] .

The Susskind formulation is most easily obtained by the transformation [35, 36]

vto-'ΠyίΊK*); (3.3a)
μ=l

the y-matrices then become proportional to the unit matrix, albeit x-dependent,

(3.3b)

It is then sufficient to consider only one component of a full Dirac fermion at each
lattice site, and the matrix which appears in Eq. (2.3) takes the form

—(γμdμ + m)x, y = γμ(x) — [(5X + a/tf y - <JX _ aμ> y] + m<5Xj y . (3.4)
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The fermion determinant is therefore given by

det(yδ + m)= Σ sgn^ΓK^ + m)^, (3.5)
πeSjf x

with N = Ld = number of lattice points.
As explained in Sect. 2 there is a one-to-one correspondence between the

permutation π e SN of the lattice points and loop configurations c e %>(γd + m) on
the lattice, therefore,

ZF = det (yd + m) - mN Σ sgn(c, y<3 + m)//(c) (3.6)
ce ̂

[with k=l/(2m), and we set α = |aμ| = l from now on]. The sum runs over all
configurations c of self-avoiding closed oriented loops on the lattice made up from
single links ("monomers") connecting neighbouring sites.

The integer /(c) is the total length in lattice units of all loops in the
configuration c. The smallest allowed loops are "dimers" with ί = 2, righthanded
and lefthanded 1x1 square loops with ^ = 4, etc. There is a direct geometrical
interpretation of sgn(c,yδ + w), which has been defined in Eq. (2.21). For a single
loop sgn(c, yd + m) = (— l)Wί, where nt is the number of internal lattice points in a
surface (made up of plaquettes) whose boundary is the loop c. This implies that in
d= 1 dimension there are no negative contributions to Eq. (3.6) at all, whereas in
d = 2 dimensions the simplest ones are due to 2 x 2 square loops with n^ = 1 , f = 8,
and in d ̂  3 they arise from certain nonplanar loops with f = 6. Such negative
contributions give rise to large statistical errors in the evaluation of expectation
values like (2.20) and (2.22) by Monte Carlo methods. This fact is responsible for
the empirically determined "critical values" for k mentioned at the beginning of
this section.

Next we introduce the partition function of an auxiliary statistical mechanics
problem of a gas of self-avoiding closed orientated loops,

Z(k)= Σ^(c\ (3.7)
ce<#

where k = e~β now is the "monomer" fugacity (β = inverse temperature). In terms of
the thermal average of an observable X for this auxiliary problem,

®, (3-8)
ce%

we then can rewrite the fermion determinant Eq. (3.6) as

(3.9)

and the quantum field vacuum expectation value is

(3.10)

The partition function Z itself can be obtained from the average energy 7. In fact,
Eq. (3.7) gives

, (3.11)
ok
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and by integration

k AV _

Z(/c) = expί—^(/cO. (3.12)
o /c

In particular, we can evaluate Eq. (3.12) for k = \ to get the number of all
configurations in <g [cf. Eq. (3.7)].

Similarly, the fermion determinant is computable from

ZF(fc) = mίVexp{^</>(fcO, (3.13)
o K

which is obtained by differentiating Eq. (3.6) with respect to k = l/2m,

, d
F ΛΓ. (3.14)

ok

It is now clear that it is sufficient to know the average values 7, sgH, f - sgn, etc. for
the auxiliary problem. They can be determined numerically by means of a Monte
Carlo simulation [40, 41]. In the remainder of this section we shall explain in some
detail our variant of the heat bath method which generates samples of equilibrium
ensembles of configurations in Ή(γd + w).

Starting from an arbitrary allowed old configuration c0 of loops with total
length /o a new configuration cn with length tn is proposed. We accept the new one
with probability

w=— ̂ -, (3.15)
w0 + wn

where

wo^f'" (3.16)

are the Boltzmann weights of the old and new configurations, respectively. In fact,
we actually take the new configuration cn if a pseudo-random number (equally
distributed in the unit interval) is less than w, otherwise, we retain the old
configuration c0. In our updating procedure for the creation of new configurations
from old ones we systematically sweep the plaquettes of the entire lattice. At each
of the N = I? lattice points we look in turn at d(d— 1)/2 plaquettes. In a given
plaquette we then perform tentative local changes of the old configuration.

In practice we do not use the components (3.1) to specify a lattice point, but
number them lexicographically by the integers

*= Σ ίί -%, (3.17)

As explained above each configuration of loops ce^ corresponds to a
permutation π e SN and thus gives rise to a term in the expansion of the fermion
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determinant, Eq. (3.5). It is instructive to think of the permutations in the following
way. Imagine e.g. a "dog" sitting at each (lattice) site. In the identical permutation
every dog is at home, π(x) = x. Because of chains of unit length the dogs cannot go
beyond their next neighbor's sites. The neighbor then has to look for another place,
too. By a permutation π we mean that a dog moves from x to π(x), therefore,
π~1(x) is the site wherefrom the dog, now sitting at x, has come. It is convenient to
parametrize the configuration by

p(x) = π-i(x)_x, (3.18)

which is the distance (in site numbers) of the home site of a dog from its actual
position. Because of the nearest neighbor property of the matrix yd + m, i.e. the
chains, the function p(x) is restricted to (2d+ 1) values

XX) = O,±!,±L, ...,±Ld~l (3.19)

for allowed configurations. In this picture the links of the self-avoiding closed
loops are represented by the chains of those dogs which are not at home.

Let us now explain in more detail how we generate a new configuration from an
allowed old one by a rearrangement within a given plaquette. We work with a set
of. 14 local operations described in terms of permutations and defined on a
plaquette, q1,q2, »,qi4. They fall into four classes of cyclic permutations.
Elements in one class are obtained from one another by rotations and reflections.
Figure 1 gives a representative of each class.

a b c

Fig. la-d. Representatives of the four classes of local permutations

So these four classes contain 2, 2, 8, and 2 operations, respectively.
A tentative new permutation πn is obtained from an old one π0 by

πo-»πn = g7.oπo; ./=1,2,..., 14, (3.20)

which implies

Pn(x) = Po(«7 H*)) + 97* (*) ~ x (3.21)

The new permutation is allowed, i.e. compatible with the nearest neighbor
property, if and only if pn(x) takes permissible values, cf. (3.19). This has to be
checked only for the points in the plaquette since they are the only ones affected by
the rearrangement. For pn(x) unequal to the specific values (3.19) the operation
would tear a dog too far from its home site and the corresponding matrix element
in that contribution to the right-hand side of Eq. (3.5) would vanish.
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We take into consideration the different possibilities 7 = 1,2,..., 14 by the
following strategy. First, we deal with the creation or annihilation of "dimers"
corresponding to Fig. 2a

Fig. 2a and b. Dimer creation and annihilation

which result from the application of the two-cycle operation q1 of Fig. la. If the
new configuration is allowed we accept it with probability given by Eqs. (3.15) and
(3.16). We repeat this procedure with the operation q2 (a rotated version of qj.

If after these manipulations the plaquette indeed contains a dimer, we
immediately turn to the next plaquette. Otherwise, we try to apply one of the
remaining operations #3, ...,#14 corresponding to Fig. Ib-d. The resulting four
types of transitions are depicted in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3a-d. Local changes of loop configurations not involving dimers
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Type (a) is generated by four-cycle operations q$ and q4 corresponding to Fig. Ib,
types (b) and (c) are due to three-cycles q5, ..., qί2, cf. Fig. Ic, and finally, type (d)
originates from diagonal two-cycles qΐ3, qί4, cf. Fig. Id. If it so happens that more
than one of the operations q^ (j — 3, ..., 14) are applicable to the old configuration
we generally select the one with lowest index 7. The reader may convince himself
that we have ordered these operations such that the firstcoming successful one
does not produce any dimers. As a rule there is at most one qs which does not
produce dimers. The only exception to the latter statement results from the
situation, where the plaquette is empty (all four dogs at home). Then both q3 and q4

lead to an allowed new permutation, since they can make a clockwise or counter-
clockwise permutation, respectively, cf. Fig. 3a. Now the reason for excluding a
further production of dimers by one of the operators q$ ... qi4 is the following.
Whenever possible we prefer a simple alternative (retain c0 or take cn) in the
generation of configurations (but no more competing new configurations
c'n, c"n, ...). Namely, for the case of a simple alternative the probability formula
(3.15) implies detailed balance, i.e. for an ensemble of configurations with Gibbs
distribution cce~β* the flux from any configuration to another one is equal to the
reverse one. In our algorithm there are always only simple alternatives except for
the operations q3 and q4 as was mentioned above. If they are to be applied to an
empty plaquette we first toss a coin between q3 and q4, i.e. with weight 1/2 we
choose randomly the direction of the cyclic permutation, and only afterwards
apply the probability formula (3.15) to decide whether we actually accept the new
configuration. For the reverse process of annihilating a 1 x 1 square loop we have
to reduce the probability (3.15) by a factor of 1/2 in order to preserve detailed
balance.

The reader may convince himself that "ergodicity" of our upgrading procedure
(apparently) is fulfilled: any allowed loop configuration1 on a d-dimensional
hypercubic lattice can in principle be constructed (and again decomposed) after
sufficiently many iterations of local changes as depicted in Figs. 2 and 3. Hence we
expect that the so obtained Gibbs distribution is the unique equilibrium
distribution for the upgrading procedure. Furthermore, starting from an arbitrary
initial configuration we expect to reach this equilibrium after an appropriately
long "warming up" period. From the sequence of configurations generated by
iterations of the procedure just explained we then select a subset of configurations
which are separated by so many single steps that their correlations (in the
sense that the configurations may still "look very similar") seem negligible. We
have performed a systematic investigation of such correlations only for some
particular cases. Therefrom we got the impression that after two or three complete
sweeps through the entire lattice we may neglect the correlations.

The thermal average X of a variable X, cf. Eq. (3.8), is approximated by

(3.22)

1 We were unable to find a counterexample. Compare, however, also the remarks after
Eq. (3.23)
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where the sum now extends over a sufficiently large sample of equilibrium
configurations cϊ generated according to the above prescription. Practically, our
measurements at different values of the parameters m, respectively fc, are per-
formed in so-called thermal cycles. Starting with the empty configuration at a
low "temperature" (i.e. small hopping parameter fe, large mass m) we increment k
by a series of small steps up to a maximal value and then similarly return to the
minimal value. The idea behind this is that equilibrium configurations do not
vary too much for only gradually different temperatures. Of course, an appropri-
ate warming up (or cooling down) period has to be included before an average
(3.22) is taken at the new value.

Let us include at this stage some remarks on boundary conditions. In most of
our calculations we take an "average" of periodic and antiperiodic boundary
conditions, e.g.

det =i(detperiodίc + detantiperiodίc) , (3.23)

the reason being that in this combination the contributions of loops which are
topologically nontrivial (e.g. wrapping around the entire lattice) cancel out. Such
nontrivial loops cannot be generated locally. We have also done some comput-
ations including such loops but in the present applications of our method they
seem to be negligible.

At the end of this section we would like to explain how our heat bath method
can be adapted for the calculation of fermionic Green's functions (ψxo . . . φ +n>. For
simplicity we consider here only the two-point function

)^9 (3.24)

the generalizations being obvious. We consider a matrix (yd + m)(M) which is equal
to yd + w, except that the row u has been replaced by a row of Γs, i.e.

(3.25)

which is a generalization of (2.7). The determinant of the modified matrix is easily
calculated by expansion with respect to the row u,

)-/ . (3.26)
V

The auxiliary statistical mechanics system corresponding to (yd + w)(M) again is
a gas of self-avoiding closed oriented loops. In general, however, the configur-
ations contain a particular closed loop which consists of a special line from the
point u to any point v (which need not be a nearest neighbor of u\ and then is closed
by a path of ordinary links from v to u. Since we have chosen all entries in the
modified row to be equal to 1, the energy of the special line is independent of its
geometrical length. Therefore, we may disregard it altogether and say the
configurations contain in addition to closed loops also an open line starting
anywhere in the lattice and ending at the prescribed point u. In terms of our picture
this means that the dog with home site u has been replaced by a "cat" which is not
confined to its neighborhood by a chain, hence it may displace a dog from any site.
The cat, however, can also easily be confined to a certain range / of points. In our
computations we considered three different cases of intervals : the whole lattice
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H I I I I

H H H H I I H I I

H H I I H

H H

H H I I H
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H

H H H H H

I I H I I

Fig. 4. A typical loop configuration including an open line starting at * and ending at 0. Dimers in
the vertical or horizontal direction are represented by H and = =, respectively. The configuration
was obtained in a Monte Carlo run for a free fermion with mass m = l/(2/c) for k = 0.6 on a 20 x 20
lattice

/=:(0,JV — 1), a ray parallel to an axis, e.g. 7 = (0,L-1), or a half-ray e.g.
I = (u+l,L— l).To this end all entries in row u of (yd 4- nί)(^ which correspond to
forbidden sites, yφI9 have to be set equal to zero, and Eqs. (3.25) and (3.26) have to
be modified appropriately. In the process of generating new configurations we
obviously can distinguish from each other the configurations which contribute to
different terms on the right-hand side of Eq. (3.26), cf. Fig. 4. In terms of the
characteristic function

,, , [1 if the open line starts at v,
h(v, ύ) = < _ Λ . (3.27)v J (0 otherwise,
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we obtain

(ψvψuyach(v, u)-sgn(yd + m)(uj} for vel. (3.28)

The normalization factor may be determined from det(yδ + w), cf. Eq. (3.14),

= w—lndet(y-fm)
cm

= N -<</>. (3.29)

The upgrading procedure is modified as follows. Before every new sweep through
the lattice we give the starting point of the open line (i.e. the cat) twice the chance to
hop one step in any direction within the allowed range. We take the new
configuration with probability wκ/(w0 + ww). The ratio of the Boltzmann weights is
given by ww/w0 = /c± 1 if the length of the open line increases or decreases,
respectively. Only afterwards we sweep through the entire lattice with our local
rearrangement operators but then we keep the starting point of the open line fixed.

4. Application of the Method

In this section we apply our method to the Scalapino-Sugar model [3]. This model
is exactly soluble but nontrivial for a Monte Carlo simulation. Since all interesting
quantities are exactly known, we thus obtain a good test of the efficiency of our
method. The interaction of a (static) scalar real Bose field φ and a massive Fermi
field ψ is governed by the Lagrangian

&F,B = ψ+(yd + m + gφ2)ψ + φ2. (4.1)

By integrating out the Bose degrees of freedom one realizes that this interacting
field theoretic model is equivalent to a free fermion model with effective mass

(4.2)

Indeed, one obtains

eff), (4.3)

with Zp given by Eq. (3.6). The vacuum expectation value of φ2 can be expressed in
terms oΐψψ + :

(4.4)

The fermion two-point function (on a ^-dimensional hypercubic lattice, Ld = N)
can be evaluated by Fourier sums, e.g.

(4.5)
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for periodic boundary conditions (for the antiperiodic case kμ in the propagator
has to be replaced by kμ+%) In d= 1 dimension all quantities can be expressed in
closed form in terms of Gegenbauer polynomials, e.g. for L^4 and L even one
obtains

det(<3 + w) = 21 ~L coshLφ ,

(\p\p + > = tanh Lφ/cosh φ , (4.6)

<O = U\ -tanhφ - tanhLφ),

where sinh φ = mef f .
Let us now address ourselves to the application of the heat bath method to this

model. For the interacting case the formula (3.6) has to be replaced by [cf. Eqs. (2.6)
and (2.14)]

~*9 (4.7)
ce% P(*) = 0

and the partition function Z for the auxiliary problem is obtained by omitting the
factor sgn( , •) in the last equation. A fermion configuration c e # again consists of
self-avoiding closed loops made up of simple links (i.e. the chains of the displaced
dogs as was explained in Sect. 3). The fermionic Boltzmann weight at a point x is
given by

w*ϊ-ί2m+2^2(x) for P
W'(x)-|l for p

i.e. we obtain a factor (2m + 2gφ2(xJ) for all those dogs which are at home, π(x) = x,
cf. Eq. (3.18). On the other hand, the local weight to be used in the upgrading of the
bosons is

wB(x) = e-φ2(x>wF(x). (4.9)

The local upgrading procedure for the fermions is completely analogous to the free
case explained in Sect. 3. The probability for accepting a new configuration is still
given by Eq. (3.15) with, however, the relative weights wn

F and w£ given by Π WF(X),
X

where the product is only over the points which are affected by the tentative local
change. After one Monte Carlo step for the fermions all d(d—l)/2 plaquettes
emanating from the lattice point x we upgrade the Bose field φ(x) by a modified
Metropolis algorithm [40]. We propose a new field,

Φn(x) = Φo(*) + r, (4.10)

with a random number r uniformly distributed in the interval ( — 1, 1). The new field
is accepted with probability

w = max(l, w£(x)/wS(x)) . (4. 1 1)
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0.25 0.5 0.75 1.0

g. 5. Monte Carlo results for the thermal average values per lattice site of the length //JV ( ),
(logZ)/JV ( ), and the entropy S/N ( ) versus k = l/(2m) = e~1/Γ for the auxiliary statistical
loop gas system corresponding to a free fermion on a 84 lattice. In addition sgϊi (o) is plotted

We repeat this bose upgrading five times before passing to the next point.
Let us finally report our results. We considered hypercubic lattices in 1, 2, 3,

and 4 dimensions with linear sizes L= 100-1000, 4-40, 4-16, and 4-10, respec-
tively. By means of Monte Carlo simulations in thermal cycles 0 ̂  k ̂  fcmax for
various numbers of intermediate steps and values for femax, we generated samples of
equilibrium ensembles of fermion-boson configurations (c, φ) in two series of runs:

i.e. c is a configuration of closed self-avoiding oriented loops.

(b) (c, φ) e <g(γd + m + gφ2)(uj}® R*,

i.e. c contains in addition to case (a) one self-avoiding open line starting at some
v e I and ending at u, which also avoids the loops.

For the case (a) we "measured" using Eq. (3.22) the auxiliary quantities /,
sgn (A\ { sgn (A), and φ2 sgn (̂ 4) for the matrix A = yd + m + gφ2. From the average
energy 7 at temperature T= — 1 /Ink (for a sufficiently large number of k-values
with 0^fe^femax) we can calculate other thermodynamic quantities for our
statistical system. For the free fermion case, g = 0, we then obtain by numerical
integration of Eq. (3.12) the partition function Z and therefrom the entropy
S=InZ + //T, see Fig. 5. For infinite temperature some results for the entropy per
lattice site are listed in Table 1 for various dimensions and lattice sizes. Note that
finite size effects seem negligible and a good fit is S/N&(d+1)/4. Therefore, the
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Table 1. Monte Carlo results for the entropy per lattice site S/N at infinite temperature (or
mass = 1/2) for loop gas systems corresponding to free fermion field theories on various lattices Ld

d

L

S/N

1

100

0.479

1000

0.478

2

4

0.764

10

0.763

20

0.762

40

0.764

3

4

1.02

8

1.03

16

1.03

4

4

1.25

6 8

1.26 1.26

total number of loop configurations for dimensions d^4 is approximately given
byexp(ΛΓ (d+l)/4).

The "physical" quantities <φψ + ) and <^2> (see Fig. 6) are obtained by Eqs.
(3.10), (3.14), and (3.29), and the fermion determinant ZF = det(yδ -f πi) for the free
case 0 = 0 by Eq. (3.13) or by Eqs. (3.7) and (3.9).

We have two types of checks of our Monte Carlo results,
i) consistency checks e.g.

cf.(4.4),

cf. (3.9),

ii) comparison with numbers obtained by numerical Fourier summation, cf.
Eq. (4.5).

0.5

Fig. 6. Monte Carlo results for <w + > (•) and <^2> (•) versus the hopping parameter
k = l/(2m) for the Scalapino-Sugar model with coupling 0 = 1 on a 104 lattice. The curves are
drawn through the values obtained by Fourier summation. For a check of Eq. (4.4) the quantity
(1 + #<φtp + »/2 (T) is included, too. The auxiliary quantity sign (o) is also plotted
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Table 2. Monte Carlo results for the fermion determinant ZF in terms of A=\n(Z™c/mN)/N, as a
check 5 = ln(ZMC(sgϊϊ)MC)/J/V, and the "physical" quantity (ψψ+yMC in comparison with Fourier
results <φφ+>Fou for free fermions with mass m= l/(2/c) on various lattices Ld

B <w+>F

1
1

2
2
3
3
4
4

100
100
20
20
16
16
8
8

0.5
5
0.2
1
0.1
0.25
0.1
0.15

0.188

1.71
0.0727
0.786
0.0288
0.158
0.0381
0.0808

0.188

1.71
0.0727
0.753
0.0288
0.157
0.0381
0.0818

0.704
1.05
0.346
0.50
0.191
0.359
0.187
0.256

0.707
LOO
0.347
0.51
0.189
0.368
0.185
0.255

Table 3. Monte Carlo results and checks for the Scalapino-Sugar model with mass m = l/(2fe) and
coupling g = 1 on various lattices lί

1
1

2
2
3
3
4
4

1000
1000
20
20
16
16

10
10

0.5
5
0.2

1.0
0.1
0.25
0.1
0.2

0.5548
0.8581
0.3010
0.5130
0.1737
0.3227
0.1698
0.2749

0.5547
0.8575
0.3008
0.5136
0.1733
0.3246
0.1706
0.2739

0.7769
0.9284
0.6486
0.7554
0.5868
0.6614
0.5842
0.623

0.7774
0.9290
0.6505
0.7565
0.5866
0.6623
0.5849
0.637

In d = 1 dimensions we have also the exact formulae (4.6). In Tables 2 and 3 we
list some comparable quantities for various dimensions and lattice sizes for g = 0
and g=l, respectively. The suffixes MC and Fou are employed to distinguish
Monte Carlo from Fourier results. As a rule we find agreement within a few percent
or better. The errors become large (see Fig. 6) if sgn starts fluctuating around zero.
This phenomenon determines the critical values of k which restricts the
applicability of our Monte Carlo method to small k, as was already mentioned at
the beginning of Sect. 3.

For the case (b) we "measured" the two point function <vwJ" > using Eq. (3.28).
The results are in good agreement with the Fourier results, cf. Figs. 7 and 8. The
exponential decay can be fitted by the ansatz

<VVP«+>~e~' ί | v~u| (4 2°)

In Table 4 we have collected the corresponding mass parameters. Again the
agreement is satisfactory. Note that the parameter μ differs from the effective mass
of the model if the latter is not small compared to the cut off mass l/(lattice spacing)
which has been set equal to 1.
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0.0

25

-6.0-

-75L

Fig. 7. Monte Carlo results for log(<t/)(x)φ+(0)>/<τ/>(l)φ+(0)>) versus the distance x for a free
fermion with mass m = I/(2k) and /c = 0.3 (•), and /c = 0.6 (•) on a 20 x 20 lattice. The solid lines
connect the values obtained by Fourier summation. A typical configuration for k = 0.6 is shown in
Fig. 4

QOΓ

-4.5-

-6.0-

-7.5bl

Fig. 8. Monte Carlo results for log«φ(x)φ+(0)>/<φ(0)φ"f"(0)» versus the distance x for the
Scalapino-Sugar model with k = l/(2m) = 0.05 (•) and 0.1 (•) and coupling g ~ 1 on a 104 lattice.
The solid lines connect the values obtained by Fourier summation
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Table 4. Monte Carlo results for the mass parameter μ obtained from the fit Eq. (4.20) in
comparison with Fourier results for the Scalapino-Sugar model with mass m=ϊ/(2/c) and
coupling g on various lattices Ld

d L g k mφft μHC //°"

1
1
1

ί
ϊ
2
2

i
3
3
3'

3
4
4
4
4

100
100
100
100
20
20
20
20
16
16
16
16
10
10
10
10

0
0
1
1

0
0
1

1
0
0
1
1

0
0
1
1

1
2
1
2
0.3
0.6
0.3
0.6
0.1
0.2
0.1
0.2

0.05
0.1
0.05
0.1

0.5
0.25
1.0
0.75
1.67
0.83
2.17
1.33
5
2.5
5.5
3
10
5
10.5
5.5

0.487
0.253
0.878
0.693
1.36
1.0
1.58
1.18
2.38
1.26
2.33
1.75
2.89
2.30
3.10
2.42

0.481
0.247
0.881
0.693
1.35
0.9
1.56
1.18
2.33
1.70
2.41
1.85
3.00
2.35
3.05
2.41

5. Conclusions

In this paper we have introduced a new method for numerical investigations of
quantum field theories with fermions. The essential point is the construction of a
"heat bath for fermion determinants" on a lattice. For simplicity we restricted our
discussion to the case of Susskind fermions and hypercubic lattices. The key
observation relies on the fact that every term contributing to the expansion of a
determinant may be graphically represented by a configuration of self-avoiding
oriented loops. A direct application of importance sampling by a Monte Carlo
procedure is inhibited by the different signs with which these configurations
contribute to the determinant. We therefore introduce an auxiliary thermodynam-
ical system of a gas of self-avoiding oriented loops with Boltzmann weights
proportional to the modulus of the above contributions. The sign is then
subsumed in the observables. Therefore, the quantum field expectation values turn
out to be ratios of thermodynamic average values.

We have devised a local upgrading procedure for generating equilibrium
ensembles of loop configurations. The boson fields can be treated as usual in
Monte Carlo simulations. This allows us to evaluate bosonic physical quantities in
quantum field theories involving fermions. By introducing one open line besides
the loops we calculate fermionic Green's functions.

In most previous proposals the fermions are either not considered as
dynamical variables at all or they require a nonlocal upgrading. In contrast we
include all fermionic vacuum fluctuations, treat fermions and bosons on the same
footing and work with a local upgrading procedure. The computer times for the
fermionic and the bosonic degrees of freedom are comparable. In the application
to the Scalapino-Sugar model we found good agreement with known results.
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We plan to extend our calculations to more interesting field theoretic models
involving fermions, including gauge theories. Instead of Susskind fermions we then
shall use Wilson fermions in order to suppress the extra light fermions which are
responsible for large statistical errors in some of our present computations.

In Sect. 2 we also mentioned how by a modification of our techniques, one
obtains a description and an upgrading procedure for the statistical ensemble of a
polymer gas. In fact, this method was used in [42] to obtain numerical information
on its critical behaviour, see also [9].

By extending the ideas developed there, a numerical discussion of the theory of
self-avoiding random surfaces is given in [43], which differs from the upgrading
procedure used in [44] (see also [45]). We emphasize that although we designed
our method with local lattice theories in mind, it could also have other applications
like calculating Slater determinants in nuclear and condensed matter physics.
Finally, [46, 47] give a discussion of "euclidean" lattice gravity using Regge
calculus. There it is pointed out that already this lattice version contains a
Faddeev-Popov determinant which necessitates the introduction of fermionic and
bosonic ghost fields to restore locality. In principle our method should also be able
to treat these fermionic fields numerically.
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